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In this paper we propose an algorithm for a particular change point detection problem where the frequency band of the signal changes at some points in the time axis. Apart from detecting the change-points, the proposed algorithm is also able to estimate the frequency bands. The main idea of the algorithm is to consider 
I. INTRODUCTION
Change-point is a term commonly used to refer to the points in time where the properties of otherwise stationary process abruptly change. Processes with abrupt changes are common in natural and industrial systems. To illustrate the change-point detection problem we mention electrocardiogram (ECG) as a good example, since it is characterized with specific deflections which differ significantly from the rest of the signal. Another example is electroencephalogram (EEG) during epileptic seizures, which contains so-called spike and wave waveforms.
Detection of such change-points stands as an important research problem. Depending on the particular application, sometimes the detection is done after the recoding is finished (offline detection), but often the detection is required during the recording (online detection). A large amount of literature is devoted to the problem, in its general form. We refer to [1] for an introductive presentation containing many application examples and also [2] - [7] for studies more related to the work presented here.
In this paper we address a very particular change-point detection problem. We consider a piecewise noisy input signal, such that each piece is characterized with several frequency components, belonging to some frequency band. The band changes from one piece to its neighbor so that two consecutive pieces always occupy different frequency bands. Here we propose an algorithm for online estimation of the cut-off frequencies of the bands. This also gives us an estimation of the time instants when the bands change.
Potential applications of such algorithm, same as for the change-point detection algorithms in general, are very diverse.
They span form industrial to biomedical applications. For example, the epileptic spikes and wave complex mentioned above are characterized by an abrupt change in frequency.
This change is assumed to be caused by sudden activation of a very large number of neurons whose synchronous cumu lative activity brings new frequency components into the EEG spectrum [S] . Fast detection of epileptic attacks is important to reduce the possible consequences for the patient, thus the online performance of the algorithm is often required. Another example based on the EEG signal is related with brain computer interface (BCI) applications, where so called event related desynchronizationlsynchronization (ERD/ERS) caused by imagination of a movement is used to give a command to the computer. The ERDIERS phenomenon is also caused by simultaneous activation of large neural circuits in the motor cortex during imagination of a movement of some body part [9] . The manifestation of the phenomenon is again the change of several frequency components in the signal. Since BCI applications are always in real time, the online detection of ERDIERS is required. Industrial applications include faults detection and diagnosis in electro-mechanic controlled plants 
II. ESTIMATION OF THE CUT-OFF FREQUENCIES
Let x(t) denotes the unobserved noise-free signal: x(t) = y(t) -w(t). Let T > 0 be given. To any T � 0, we associate the interval f; = [T, T + T). Thus the restriction of the signal
We propose to model the input signal with a local model that consists of a sum of two exponentials which, in the frequency domain, reads as the transfer function of a second order bandpass filter. We consider a second order lowpass filter form, which will be transformed later into a bandpass form.
Signal XT (t) reads in the operational domain as:
A. Finding coefficients of the lowpass model (2) To find the bandpass cut-otf frequencies, only al (T) and a 2 (T) must be characterized, as we will see later bo (T) and bl (T) are irrelevant for this problem. Thus we annihilate them by taking the second order operational derivative d2 / d s 2 of the equation (2) . The equation then becomes:
a 2 (T)SXT(S) ( 1 ) + a 2 (T)s 2 xT(s) (2) . (3)
Since there are now two unknowns (al (T) and a 2 (T)) and only one equation, we take another d / d s to obtain a system of two equations. The second equation is:
a 2 (T)SXT(S) (2) + a 2 (T)s 2 xT(S) (3) . (4)
By the very classical rules of operational calculus, multiplica tion by S corresponds to time derivation: sXT e--o ftXT(t).
As numerical differentiation is difficult and ill-conditioned, equations (3) and (4) are divided by a sV, for an integer v > 2.
Only negative powers of 8, and hence integral operators, will intervene in the resulting equation.
The unobserved signal XT can now be replaced by its noisy observation counterpart YT. Instead of al(T) and a 2 (T), only their estimates a-I (T) and a-2 (T) are now available.
The equations (3) and (4) can be reformulated as (5) 
Expressing the system in the time domain
The numerical estimates are now obtained by expressing the system (5) in the time domain. For this, let us first recall that differentiation with respect to S corresponds to multiplication by -t: t s XT e--o -txT(t), and division by s m , rn > 0 maps to the rn t h-iterated time integration:
With these rules in mind and using integration by parts, the time domain analog of the system (5) is expressed as:
where:
Redefining the intervals f; by their causal counterparts, f; � [T -T, TJ, the system from equation (6) is considered for t = T and with the change of variable ,\ --
the elements of the coefficients P and Q could be rewritten as convolution integrals:
where i = 1, ... ,6.
C. Discrete-time implementation
We turn now to the discrete-time setting where only time samples of the observation, Ym = y(tm), are available. Assuming a uniform sampling, let tm = mTs, m = 0,1, ... , with a sampling period Ts. Let T = l'vITs and v > 2 be given. Set T = nTs and compute the finite sequence for ' i = 1,2, ... , 6 {h i , m � h i (tm)};;;' =o· Then, by a numerical integration method with abscissas tm and weights Wm, m = 0" " ,lvI, we obtain the approximation (6) we obtain discrete approximations of aI , n :::: :; aI (nTs ) and a 2, n :::: :; a 2 (nTs )'
D. Transferring lowpass into bandpass model
The general bandpass form is obtained by transferring the low-pass general form:
aT + S into band-pass:
() 8) can be written in similar form as equation (2):
Now we chose a(T) = 1 and from here WI , n and W 2, w the discrete approximations of WI ( T) and W 2 ( T), can be expressed as:
Thus for each n (as I�1 slides), the cut-off frequencies of the model WI , n and W 2, n can be estimated. Since W 2, n is a solution of a square equation and WI , n is computed using W 2, w we will have two solutions for each estimate of the cut-off frequencies.
III. RESULTS
This section shows the results obtained for different signal complexity, ranging from few sine functions to bandpass signal, and proposes a parameter analysis of the algorithm.
The evaluations are always performed on signals composed of three pieces, each one having different spectral properties.
The length of the signal was 90s with sampling frequency of 100Hz giving 9000 samples. We assess the ability of the algorithm to accurately estimate the frequency band occupied by each piece of the signal.
In the simulations to follow, the estimated values of both solutions for WI , n and W 2, n are first processed by a median filter (the length of the median filter was set to 35 samples) and then smoothed by a moving average filter (the length of the moving average filter was set to 45 samples). Such processing was necessary to reduce the perturbations of the estimations caused mostly by the numerical instability of the matrix inverse p -I . The lengths of the two filters were chosen experimentally, by observing the stability of the results.
Parameter v was set to 3 and parameter lvI was set to 10. The influence of these values will be discussed later.
The first test signal (top row of In the previous experiments, the signal did not contain any frequency component except of those in the bands mentioned, resulting in a noise-free analysis. We now add different amounts of noise by generating white noise and limiting its spectrum to the 1 -25Hz band. A case for SNR = 6 d B is shown on figure 4 . Figure 5 shows the effect of different levels of the noise on the mean values and standard deviations of the estimated cut-off frequencies for the signal in figure 3 .
It is clear that the noise perturbations significantly affect the accuracy and stability of the results. However, for relatively high SNR the results could still be acceptable for different applications.
To get an idea on how the performance of the proposed parametric method compares to standard non-parametric ap proaches, we compared our algorithm with STFT. We applied STFT on the noisy input signal shown on the first plot of figure   4 . We set the window length for STFT to 90 samples, the same as the total length of the filters used with the proposed method.
,--
The last plot on figure 4 1 \ . 
IV CONCLUSION
Even though we modeled the signal by a simple second order model, the estimated cut-off frequencies were meaning ful even for the bandpass signaL Moreover, the estimations were meaningful even in the presence of a moderate amount of noise. We also showed that the sensitivity of the algorithm can be experimentally tuned by adjusting the free parameters lvI and lI.
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